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MEET THE MAKER

watercolor wonders

Once invitation-only, coastal-styled illustrations have expanded beyond weddings.

WORDS BY REBECCA TREON | PHOTOS BY BREA MCDONALD 

IT ALL STARTED WHEN SARA FITZGERALD GOT ENGAGED TO MILES O’BRIEN IN 2006. The couple 

looked for unique save-the-date and wedding papers, only to find that nothing on the market  

reflected their personality and style. Sara, who studied architecture, visual arts, and painting in both 

her undergraduate and graduate programs, decided to create her own. 

 The resulting invitations featured whimsical, watercolor illustrations with an autumnal, beachy-

coastal style (theirs was an October wedding in Nantucket), and they got quite a response: several 

guests contacted her to ask where she had gotten them, and requested some of their own.

 By the time her own wedding date came around, Sara had enough orders to consider launching 

her pet project as a business. Thrilled with the unexpected departure from an architecture career, 

she found the business to be a natural fit. She continued to create after the birth of their first son, but 

decided to take time off after the birth of the second. 

 In July of 2016, after four years away, Sara and husband Miles decided to relaunch the statio-

nery business as a joint effort, allowing the whole family to enjoy a flexible schedule while working 

together. Sara Fitz was reborn and totally revamped. (Their Instagram account is awe-inspiring.)

 The Sara Fitz look embodies the beauty of New England. It reflects the natural allure of the  

landscape, with clean lines, neutral colors, and an overall preppy vibe. Sara illustrates, she says, 

much like she dresses: chock-full of detail, but classic and clean with pops of color and interest. 

When working with her clients, Sara can either start with an existing design and make customized 

tweaks, or create something completely original. Some clients come to her with a specific idea in 

mind, while others turn the creative liberties over to the artist. From that point, rough drawings  

follow, with a back-and-forth until they settle on the perfect illustration.

 Today, the line has expanded from wedding stationery to include personalized note cards and 

a line of framed art prints—these are perfect accompaniments to the New England interiors Sara 

loves so much. Another popular item is Pet Notes: illustrations of pets, with a portion of the proceeds 

donated to an animal rescue. 

 Sara Fitz began out of necessity—searching for stationery that accurately reflected Sara, Miles, 

and their seaside New England aesthetic. But from that, Sara Fitz has evolved into a beautiful reflec-

tion of the life they have created together—one surrounded by art, the natural world, and the look of 

coastal life. sarafitz.com.
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